Spelling Skill

ANNOTATED
VERSION

Grammar Skill

Correct two sentences each day.
1. The plays main caracter is the most tall person in
the cast.
2. Xavier will play the yung guy Corinne will be the
sales clerk, and Lupe will be the zookeeper.

3. Corey has an orange Li has a plum and Pauli have
a tanjereen.
4. Ana dislike plad, and Jenny do not like either
stripes or dots.
5. Elena said, “the sent of those lilacs is lovely.
6. That was the worse biskit I ever ate.

8. The Salesman said that 20 MPG. at 55 mph will be
the tipical mileage for our car.

9. After watching Tam ellen new how to paint the
seen.
10. Class I garantee our play will be a big success?
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7. Our Family visited some suthern states on our
vacation.

TRANSPARENCY F4–4

THEME 4 Focus on Plays

Daily Language Practice

Spelling Skill

The play’s main character is the tallest person in the cast.

ANNOTATED
VERSION

Grammar Skill

Correct two sentences each day.
1. The plays main caracter is the most tall person in
the cast.
2. Xavier will play the yung guy Corinne will be the
sales clerk, and Lupe will be the zookeeper.
Xavier will play the young guy, Corinne will be the sales clerk, and
Lupe will be the zookeeper.

3. Corey has an orange Li has a plum and Pauli have
a tanjereen.
Corey has an orange, Li has a plum, and Pauli has a tangerine.

4. Ana dislike plad, and Jenny do not like either
stripes or dots.
Ana dislikes plaid, and Jenny does not like either stripes or dots.

5. Elena said, “the sent of those lilacs is lovely.
Elena said, “The scent of those lilacs is lovely.”

6. That was the worse biskit I ever ate.
That was the worst biscuit I ever ate.

7. Our Family visited some suthern states on our
vacation.
8. The Salesman said that 20 MPG. at 55 mph will be
the tipical mileage for our car.
The salesman said that 20 mpg at 55 mph will be the typical
mileage for our car.

9. After watching Tam ellen new how to paint the
seen.
After watching Tam, Ellen knew how to paint the scene.

10. Class I garantee our play will be a big success?
Class, I guarantee our play will be a big success!
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Our family visited some southern states on our vacation.

TRANSPARENCY F4–4

THEME 4 Focus on Plays

Daily Language Practice

